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1. Introduction
17 years after its founding, the activities of KASA show great continuities regarding its thematic priorities: trade,
compensation and land question still define the agenda. Because of the currency of its electoral process and its
negotiations with the European Union, Zimbabwe created the main focus of KASA’s working, although the subsequent application for the funding of this key subject had not been granted by Engagement Global.
KASA works process-oriented. Constant characteristics and dynamic developments in the SADC-countries South
Africa, Namibia, Zambia and Zimbabwe are observed and possibilities for action in the German or European
context are worked out. The results of these observations and analyses often lay the groundwork for brief announcements on the organisation’s homepage, in its newsletter or in other publications. They are also fundamental for both public events in which KASA is involved and for advocacy and lobby work which KASA initiates.
Sometimes developments in Southern Africa make KASA conceptualize and implement actions that have not
been part of the planned annual programme. The present report outlines the activities of KASA in 2013.

2. Programme and activities
2.1. Elections in Zimbabwe
In 2012, KASA has been strongly committed to accompany the process of democratisation in Zimbabwe. The
main idea was to bring back the issue into public debate and on the daily agenda of German policy by increased
information activities. In doing so, KASA intended to counteract the one-sided, ideological coverage of the mainstream-media, which is only reacting on single events without considering their wider context. This project was
funded by Engagement Global/ FEB. Although the follow-up project had not been approved, KASA decided to
hold on to it – not least because the parliamentary and presidential elections which had been postponed time and
again were then clear to be held in 2013. The key element of this work focusing on Zimbabwe was the weekly
newsletter offered by KASA. During the parliamentary and presidential elections, Boniface Mabanza was at Harare in order to observe and analyse the proceedings in cooperation with local agents of the civil society. Over the
days immediately surrounding the elections, brief announcements were published on KASA’s facebook profile.
Final reflections on the electoral process in Zimbabwe, including the fuelled hopes for fair and democratic elections which have largely been dashed in the aftermath, were published in KASA’s newsletter 2/ 2013.
2.1.1. Zimbabwe Newsletter
The weekly newsletter, which had been introduced in March 2012, proved to be very successful and was continuously published throughout the first half of the year. Its latest edition was released in August, following the national elections of July. When Martin Gück started to take over the coordination, the newsletter’s character
changed profoundly: until then, a focus had been set on outlining current events and developments in Zimbabwe.
By giving corresponding references, readers had been enabled to delve deeper into the topics. Now, analyses of
the events in Zimbabwe increasingly shaped the newsletter’s content. Articles dealing with Zimbabwe can since
be found in the KASA-newsletter, which is released three times per year. Unusual developments are recorded
independently on KASA’s homepage and facebook profile.
2.1.2. Events initiated and assisted by KASA
On 15 March 2013, the day of the constitutional referendum in Zimbabwe, KASA organized a symposium at
Frankfurt. Relevant agents who work on Zimbabwe (thereunder representatives of the GIZ and the FriedrichEbert-Foundation) as well as Zimbabwean students who were doing their doctorates in Germany were brought
together. The aim of this symposium was to provide a platform which might be helpful in reflecting on how German organizations could support the further course of the electoral process in Zimbabwe. KASA managed to win
over three referents: Hugne Olsen from ZEN (Zimbabwe Europe Network, Brussels) and two representatives of
the Zimbabwean diaspora in Germany. Even though an important finding of the event was that German organisations showed very little or no interest in getting involved with Zimbabwean electoral processes, this initiative was
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fruitful in that it opened up possibilities for cooperation, which are beneficial for KASA’s further work on Zimbabwe.
Beyond that, the KASA coordinators were invited as contributors to events on Zimbabwe arranged by other organisations. One example is the Zimbabwe conference hosted by the Nord-Süd-Forum and the Partnerschaftsbüro Harare-München (HaMuPa) on 21 October in Munich. In the course of this event, Boniface Mabanza was
able to report on the 2013 parliamentary and presidential elections in Zimbabwe.
2.1.3. Zimbabwe Exhibition
The exhibition “Reflections – Simbabwe hat die Wahl”, which was funded by Bread for the World, took place two
times at Berlin, Brussels and Bad Urach. There was a private viewing on the exhibition both at Brussels and Berlin, where Simone Knapp was invited as a speaker. Both private viewings were very well attended and lead to
intensive discussions with the visitors.
Despite extensive advertising and the announcement of an official date for the elections, no further places could
be made out. The feedback was consistently positive, and there was an especially high demand for the supporting material of the exhibition.
2.1.4. Film tour “Mugabe – in Power at any Cost”
During an event arranged by Zimbabwe Europe Network ZEN in London, Zimbabwean film-maker Simon Bright
presented his documentary “Mugabe – what happened”, which had – amongst others – been funded by the
protestant film funding EZEF. At the recommendation of KASA, EZEF decided to produce a German edition of
the film and to organize a film tour through German arthouse cinemas at the end of 2012. This tour was accompanied by the director of the film and was realized in cooperation with KASA. As a result, KASA was invited to
present and accompany two other events on the film. More than one hundred visitors were present at Stuttgart
Kernen and took part in a discussion which dealt with the situation in Zimbabwe and which was moderated by
Simone Knapp.
2.1.5. Networking throughout Europe: ZEN and EZN
Since 2011, KASA has been a member of the Ecumenical Zimbabwe Network EZN, which played a significant
part in implementing The Ecumenical Peace Observation Initiative EPOIZ. Unfortunately, the coordination office
at Geneva could not be maintained because of lacking financial resources. Therefore, the network was not able
to keep up its intensive exchange and contact with Zimbabwean churches. KASA’s attempt to undertake the
Europe-wide coordination foundered on the dismissal of the FEB-application (see above). Nevertheless, the network was able to succeed in entering the debates of Zimbabwean civil society during the elections and to make a
positive contribution to non-violent political culture. Concurrently, it became clear that the recent focus is on working inside of Zimbabwe and the SADC, whereas the alliance with Europe is given less priority. The network remains a loose coalition without permanent structures and is currently lacking a fix coordination base.
A similar development can be identified regarding the occurrences surrounding Zimbabwe Europe Network ZEN
in 2013. Having been denied the financial means to keep up the coordination office at Brussels, Tor-Hugne Olsen
from Norway was compelled to give up his job as coordinator of ZEN. After this, Zimbabwe Watch has been executing the coordination tasks for ZEN. The organisation from the Netherlands arranged a symposium at Den
Haag under the title “Charting a new future for Europe-Zimbabwe Relations. Opportunities, challenges, and relevance for European Engagement“ in December 2013. Both the ambassador of the EU in Harare and representatives of foreign ministries of the UK and the Netherlands were taking part in this event.
2.2. Trade Issues: EPAs
In 2012, the EU Commission set a deadline for 18 countries from Africa, the Caribbean and the Pacific to gain
market access. Those countries which refuse to ratify an Economic Partnership Agreement until 2014 will be
stripped of the preferential access to European markets, compliant with the market access regulation of the EU.
Boniface Mabanza corresponded with German and European organisations of the civil society in order to induce
the Trade and Development Committee of the European Parliament to renounce the deadline that the EU Commission had set without consulting with the ACP-countries. A letter with similar demands was sent to the Development Ministers of the EU member states with the aim of influencing their position, so as to make them vote for
an extension of the deadline if the EU Commission decided to not refrain completely from it. By extending the
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date, there would be more time for negotiating controversial issues to the advantage of all parties involved. Despite this pressure exerted by civil society and the clear vote of the Development Committee of the EU Parliament
against the market access regulation, the EU Commission holds on to its deadline.
Before Zimbabwe had ratified an Interim-EPA with the EU, KASA cooperated with ANSA (Alternatives to Neoliberalism in Southern Africa) and tried to get up an event on the EPAs with the involvement of representatives of
those EPA-regions which had successfully offered resistance till that point in time. The aim was to draw the attention of Zimbabwean parliamentarians to the risks of this ratification. Unfortunately, this event could not be realized
and so the ratification proceeded without a fundamental debate. Anyway, KASA’s advisory made ANSA talk to a
number of persons responsible, and this in turn brought to light that even within the government itself, there were
a number of ministries which had not been informed about this decision.
On demand of several action groups, Boniface Mabanza took part in different events on the EPAs and other
trade-related issues, thereunder many of which were focussing on the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP). KASA used these opportunities to raise awareness for the topic and to mobilize the public for it.
The biggest events took place in Munich, Münster and Paderborn. In Paderborn, the realisation of the event was
integrated into the annual meeting of Cusanuswerk. During these events, it became apparent that the debate on
TTIP draws significant attention to the EPAs. Increasingly, people want to draw comparisons between the negotiations which the EU conducts with the USA and other parts of the world. They are interested in differences and
similarities, and in the relative strength and resistance of the negotiating agents. Forming alliances with other
initiatives that work on trade-related topics, Boniface Mabanza supported a protest march in Munich on 13 July
2013, where 10.000 people took to the streets in order to show their dislike of the agricultural industry. At the
behest of Bread for the World, Misereor, FIAN and One World Mission, he delivered a speech on the European
agricultural and commercial policy and its consequences on developing countries.
2.3. Compensation in South Africa
2.3.1. The Khulumani Court Case in the USA
2013 was not a good year for those who denounce international corporations for having aided and abetted serious violation of human rights during apartheid. The Shell / Kiobel case in Nigeria has already been a great disappointment for all claimants, but now that the court cases filed by South African victims of apartheid have been
dismissed, it is becoming obvious that law-givers are authorising companies to shuffle out of responsibility and by this - are establishing a precedent for virtually legal vacuums. Survivors of human rights violations must again
suffer from the fact that such violations occur without any consequences for those who initiate them or who make
profits by them, whereby the victims themselves often live in extremely precarious economic conditions. Therefore, our partner organisation Khulumani Support Group is afraid that the court decision will be a major setback
for the reconciliation process in South Africa. On December 26, the United States District Court of New York
under judge Shira Scheindlin was once again concerned with whether the apartheid court cases should fall within
the scope of the Alien Tort Claims Act and whether they should consequently be admitted or not. Based on the
decision of the Supreme Court, the victims of apartheid get the opportunity to start their lawsuit against the US
companies IBM and Ford anew, whereas the two accused German enterprises Daimler and Rheinmetall lacked
the obligatory connection to the US. Therefore, the court rejected the lawsuit against these companies.
These developments were documented both on KASA’s homepage and in the organisation’s newsletters. KASA
also stayed in contact with persons involved in the campaign on the basis of an intensive exchange of experiences and information.
During a symposium on commercial law, which was conducted by Bread for the World and ECCHR, the project
group on Apartheid Debt (Apartheidschulden-AG: Medico, SODI, KASA, KOSA) was able to discuss at length the
meaning of this lawsuit with South African lawyer Charles Abrahams. In the course of this conversation, it became clear that advocates committed to this issue will not surrender and will instead look for further possibilities
to keep the German companies within this court case.
First of all, it remains to be seen how the South African organization will behave and which role could be attributed to us for bringing forth an adequate international campaign.
2.3.2. Namibia: Genocide and Return of Skulls
On the initiative of Prof. Reinhart Kössler, Simone Knapp planned and coordinated a speaker’s tour with Ida
Hofmann, chairwoman of the Nama Genocide Technical Committee. Their aim was to set back in motion the
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negotiations on the return of skulls to Namibia - which had come to a deadlock after the diplomatic disaster in
2011 - and to take into account further skulls from Berlin and Freiburg. The eight events throughout Germany
were well-attended and brought back together those who work on the topic. Unfortunately, in the context of dragging coalition negotiations, it was not possible to get into conversation with responsible politicians, as neither the
Federal Development Minister, nor Committee Chairs in parliament had been certain yet.
In cooperation with the association SchwarzWeiss, a lecture with Ida Hofmann was also held in Heidelberg and
was – thanks to our partner – especially attended by young people who were able to join the discussion.
2.4. Land Question
By doing investigative work and publishing articles in the newsletters, KASA tries to keep questions of land grabbing and land reforms updated and in public debate. Simone Knapp paid special attention to the Fast Track Land
Reform in Zimbabwe, because this topic was part of the documentary on Mugabe and had often led to discussions during the presentations of the film.
In February, KASA was able to submit a study which came just in time with the farm workers’ strike in South Africa and which got lots of exposure – not least because it was the first on this topic to come shortly after the occurrences in South Africa’s tourist region Western Cape. This study shows that the farm workers’ situation has hardly
ever changed since the times of democratic transition and the abolishment of apartheid 20 years ago. The reason
for those women who decided to take up the farm workers’ lack of rights and to boycott on fruits from South Africa seems to be as relevant today as in the 1970s.
This was also a topic during the land conference in Basel in November, where Simone Knapp could build on the
cooperation with TCOE and develop new perspectives for our joint campaign in 2014.
KASA is invited repeatedly to lectures on this topic because of its brochure on land grabbing in Zambia. Among
others, the organisation received invitations from the German Youth Association for the Protection of Nature
Baden-Württemberg, the Nordkirche of Neumünster and Misereor.
2.5. Basic Income Grant (BIG)
KASA still takes a stand for the idea and the implementation of a Basic Income Grant. This position can be understood in the context of the positive results of the pilot project in Namibia, which KASA has accompanied since
its beginnings. The coordinators are consistently asked to show up at lectures as experts on that project. Unfortunately, the coalition in Namibia which was responsible for promoting ideas politically and lobbying the government
is very weak and hardly existent as a partner at the moment. Therefore, the organisations involved decided to
stop (financial) support for that project during an ecumenical meeting in Germany. But – as Simone Knapp pointed out in a verbal dispute with BIG detractor Rigmar Osterkamp - the problems which the coalition in Namibia
recently faces have nothing to do with the quality of the pilot project and its results.
KASA is part of the working committee on social security initiated by VENRO and tries to push the universal basic
income in the German context, too. This networking has enabled KASA to financially support the South African
conference for the introduction of a SADC-wide BIG.
At the end of April, KASA arranged a conference at Johannesburg in cooperation with SPII (Studies in Poverty
and Inequality Institute) in order to revive the debate on the BIG in the SADC-region. The conference was funded
by Bread for the World and 40 persons took part in it. The topic had been discussed before during a partner consultation of KASA. This year, a focus was set on funding opportunities based on taxes and natural resources.
This approach would enable governments to eliminate so-called financial shortages and make the population at
large have a share in the profits.
2.6. Debt Relief
After the official campaign of Erlassjahr had not been concerned with Southern Africa for several years, the situation in Zimbabwe made possible the discussion on debt relief procedures with parliamentarians. Whilst partner
organisations in Zimbabwe (ZIMCODD and AFRODAD) emphasized and supported the idea of a debt audit which
should be kept in government hands, the working group on illegitimate debt was proposing international insolvency proceedings. KASA was able to discuss this topic with its partner organisations during its journey through
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Southern Africa. In doing so, the idea evolved to hold a meeting on this topic in cooperation with the ErlassjahrKampagne – given that ZANU-PF would lose the elections.
The SADC-group of the German parliament showed interest in an alternative solution to cancel outstanding
debts, and after a conversation in February, KASA decided to write a letter to its Zimbabwean associates. However, this plan failed because our partner organizations in Zimbabwe did not consider it to be rewarding in the
context of the upcoming elections.
At the moment, this issue is not covered by KASA, because the new government does not offer sufficient starting
points for renewed negotiations and the complexity of the situation renders any further push forward impossible.
Nevertheless, KASA will carry on dialogue with its partner organisations during its next visit.
2.7. Migration
KASA takes part in the ongoing debate on migration in Germany by attending conferences to which other organisations invite the KASA coordinators. Amongst others, KASA visited the Third Network Meeting on Migration and
Development in Munich, which was initiated by the Service Agency Communities in One World and Engagement
Global. Furthermore, KASA was present at the annual meeting of the Board of Education of the Capuchin Conference in Hofheim (Taunus), which was held on the subject: “Migration as a Challenge for Church and Society”.
Working on migration, KASA concentrates on three fundamental objectives:
Firstly, KASA wants to set on its agenda migration movements throughout Southern Africa and their relevance for
Germany and make knowledge on this topic open to the public. This was also the aim of the KASA conference on
occasion of the annual meeting on 26 February. Secondly, KASA is concerned with the correlations between
migration and economic systems or trade. And thirdly, KASA works on the developmental potentialities for Southern Africa and Africa that might spring from the African diaspora. This was apparent when KASA made significant
contributions to the preparation and implementation of the conference “Rethinking Africa: Agents, Potentials and
Future Prospects”, which was held on 26 and 27 September in Frankfurt. This nationwide conference, which was
visited by more than one hundred persons, brought together many important agents of the African diaspora in
Germany. It proved to be an appropriate platform for contriving a discourse on Africa which takes on the responsibility of raising public awareness for the Othering of Africa, which is fuelled both by developmental policies and
the interests of international corporations.
In order to make this vision reality, we need a strong commitment of those agents who know Africa’s potentials
and who are willing to make out new directions to unfold them.
2.8. Partnerships
Like the years before, KASA’s activities in 2013 were characterized by working closely with many partnership
groups. These include both institutions and organisations like the Nordkirche of Neumünster, DiMOe, Weitblick
and EMS. In this context, the KASA coordinators took part in events like the German Protestant Church Congress
at Hamburg and in a conference on South Africa partnerships in Neumünster. Moreover, they were involved in
conceptualising and implementing the conference on partnerships with South Africa of KASA’s parent organisation, EMF, which took place in Heidelberg this year.
2.9. A Trip to Southern Africa: 2013
In 2013, the KASA coordinators travelled to Zimbabwe, Mozambique and South Africa. The highlight of this journey was a two-day conference on the “SADC-BIG”, held in cooperation with SPII in Johannesburg. There’s a
detailed account both on this trip (see enclosure) and on the conference in Johannesburg (enclosure 2; see German version).
Without regular visits to the countries of Southern Africa, the KASA coordinators would not be able to work on
their issues in an appropriate manner. On the one hand, they get first-hand impressions of the countries’ current
situation - which are mostly based on encounters with people from local groups or social movements -, on the
other hand, discussions with local representatives of NGOs and political analysts are important for transferring
topics and processes into the German context. These intimate relations facilitate KASA’s process-oriented approach and its adherence to long-term issues, because the coordinators maintain relationships with local partners
and continue to work on unfinished projects which are directly linked to those partners.
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2.10. Mandela Commemoration Ceremony
When Mandela’s state of health deteriorated in July 2013, KASA made a start on planning a commemoration
ceremony and bringing together organizations and individuals of the Anti-Apartheid-Movement. First reactions
were very positive and churches from Frankfurt seemed especially willing to become involved. Therefore, after
Mandela’s death on 5 December, KASA could draw on a prepared concept and the necessary contacts. The
willingness of people to engage in this ceremony was overwhelming and led to a very high number of participants
and financial support. It became clear in the course of this organisational work that KASA combines in a unique
way a structure of networking with both grassroots movements and small groups and initiatives. There was no
one else who declared his willingness to organise a central commemoration ceremony in Germany; and, what is
more, there was no other organisation which would have been capable of bringing together such a broad range of
political and cultural contributions – a quality that was commended by many in the aftermath of this event.

3. Outlook
Because the political situation in Zimbabwe was especially tense in 2013 - at least until the parliamentary and
presidential elections – KASA concentrated on working on related issues throughout this year. As a result of this
intensive work, there will be a conference with the Friedrich Ebert Foundation and Zimbabwe Netzwerk in 2014
which will focus on illuminating the impact of the election outcome on the political and economic situation in Zimbabwe today and for the future.
In 2014, there will be a shift towards South Africa because KASA intends to deal with the elections planned for
April in the light of South Africa’s 20th anniversary of democracy. Apart from that special date, major changes in
the political landscape make these elections especially important in the eyes of many, some of who even draw
comparisons with the elections of 1994. KASA is going to support this anniversary in South Africa with special
events and publications.
KASA takes this 20 years anniversary as a starting point for considering the following questions:
Why have there been so little benefits from the dismantlement of apartheid for most of the population? How could
an economic transformation be successful in this country?
What has to be done with respect to the mobilisation of resources and the state of redistribution? And how does
this agenda on transformation stand in relation to South Africa’s global trade partnerships?
The activities of KASA aim to trigger processes of reflection and draw attention on possible opportunities for action in the German and European context.

4. Travel report: Southern Africa 8 – 21 April 2013
Thanks to the Policy Department of Bread for the World, we were able to realise a major conference in South
Africa again. Together with SPII (Studies in Poverty and Inequality Institute), we wanted to pursue the question of
what alternative funding models could be in line with a SADC-wide Basic Income Grant. In doing so, we wanted
to pay special attention to profits from natural resources with the aim of a broader participation of the whole society in these revenues. It was also this concern which brought us to Mozambique, where abundant natural resources had just been identified.
Some impressions and experiences that we made throughout the journey can be found in the KASA-Newsletter
1/13.

Zimbabwe
The political climate in Zimbabwe was still shaped by the campaign of intimidation against human rights organisations that had taken place in the run-up to the referendum. Like every year, the KASA-team visited numerous
organisations in order to exchange information on the developments in the country and to identify common topics
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and possible campaigns. The following report is limited to those topics that were central for KASA’s activities in
Harare.
Situation of human rights in the country
The situation of human rights in the country is extremely contradictory. Nixon Nyikadzino from Crisis in Zimabwe
Coalition (CiZC) got to the heart of it when he outlined: “Normal life comes to an end when positions of power are
negotiated and defended. For the rest, everything in life is like usual. You can spend several weeks in Zimbabwe
without observing anything negative with respect to human rights. But that doesn’t mean everything has gone
back to normal.” That a situation in which human rights activists and other actors of civil society can operate quite
freely can change from one moment to the next was an experience that many human rights activists were forced
to make in the run-up to the constitutional referendum. Although all of the political parties and most NGOs in the
country had supported the constitution, three popular human rights activists were arrested. Aside from that, activities that were aimed at informing people about the new constitution and mobilising them were gravely constrained. What made Zimbabwe’s security forces use this strategy is still not clear. Therefore, our partners were
afraid that these actions would bode ill for the decisive elections in July. During our conversations, we discussed
about position organisations like KASA need to take up when their partner organisations are abused for their
political engagement. In this context, KASA reported on its initiative to issue a press release on the arrest of Okay
Machisa (ZimRights) and how difficult it was to receive support from many organisations that were engaged in
Zimbabwe, because they feared to endanger their partners and projects with their statement. Both ZimRights and
CiZC held the opinion that in situations like that, it would be helpful to take a stance and mobilise all forces that
are able to put pressure on relevant authorities in Zimbabwe. Furthermore, to show solidarity with those who are
imprisoned is conceived as an encouragement by Zimbabwean human rights organisations. With respect to the
coming steps that will be taken towards further democratisation in Zimbabwe, these organizations have expressed their wish that KASA, in the case of an escalation of the situation and a serious threat to human rights
activists, will mobilise the public and all other relevant bodies for possible interventions and will organise possibilities for activists to retreat for a certain time.
Diamonds and other natural resources
Since the beginnings of “official” diamond mining in Zimbabwe, ZELA (Zimbabe Environmental Law Association)
– faced with difficulties to get permission to the diamond territory Chiadzwa – has developed a new strategy,
which seems to be paying off: local communities were encouraged to organise in order to represent their interests independently from representatives of NGOs from the capital present. This initiative led to the founding of the
Chiadzwa Community Development Trust (CCDT), which is cooperating with traditional chiefs, churches, parliamentarians and other relevant institutions and single persons from the region. Its proclaimed aim is to represent
the interests of the population of Chiadzwa. Put into concrete terms this means to provide access to housing,
health care, education and basic infrastructure for families who have been removed in favour of diamond mining;
and to enforce workers’ rights against the military and Chinese companies that control the Marange diamond
fields. With support from ZELA, the KASA-team was able to meet a representative of the CCDT, and to marvel at
how this group succeeds in fighting and gaining rights for the local population, in a region largely controlled by the
military.
Beyond collecting information on Chiadzwa, KASA addressed current international debates on the issue of raw
materials and corporate responsibility when talking to ZELA, CCDT and other organisations working in this topic
area. These discussions were held in view of the fact that after the elections, there might have been new reference persons from the state who would have been more ready to talk about international standards in the mining
sector than former corporations controlled by the military. At the national level, it was already observable that the
discovery of valuable resources in further regions changed the government’s perception of Zimbabwe’s mining
sector. It was noticed more and more that the methods applied in Chiadzwa were not applicable to additional
resource-rich regions. No government is able to afford conflicts of land and valuable resources simultaneously in
more than one region. Therefore, it is necessary to work on a more equitable general framework that everyone is
willing to accept. This includes an update of the Mines and Minerals Act, a legislative tool dating back to colonial
times and geared towards exploiting local communities. ZELA is working together with parliamentarians in order
to revise this law and to draw attention to the “African Mining Vision”, a concept that offers a number of starting
points for European lobby- and advocacy work.
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Debt
Prior to this journey, the KASA coordinators held detailed talks with Erlassjahr.de, Zimbabwe Netzwerk and Kindernothilfe about how a long-term debt policy with Zimbabwe could possibly look like. During a parliamentary
discussion in Berlin, the arbitration procedure FTA (Fair and Transparent Arbitration Mechanism) was mentioned
and discussed as an alternative procedure for which Germany could take a stand instead of supporting the HIPC
Initiative. KASAs partner organisations in Zimbabwe AFRODAD and ZIMCODD wanted to initiate a joint conference on this topic with the working title “Life after election – debt after election”, which should take place prior to
the elections. As the fixing of the date for the elections in July was quite late, the implementation of this conference was hardly possible, so that the issue of debt can only be discussed with the new parliament. However, this
topic will be part of the SADC People’s Summit.
Alternatives to Neoliberalism in Southern Africa (ANSA)
Despite financial difficulties due to the loss of several supporters - thereunder the EED and other donors who
attached their conditions to topics such as climate change - ANSA is continuing its programme, although many of
its planned activities have to be cancelled. Since KASAs last visit to Zimbabwe, two more countries – namely
Malawi and Mauritius – have published their national studies in the context of the ANSA-process. Building on the
national study on Zimbabwe, which was published under the title “Beyond the Enclave. Towards a Pro-Poor and
Inclusive Development Strategy for Zimbabwe” in 2011, a public version was prepared that can be used as the
basis for trainings now. ANSA will continue to be one of KASAs most important partner organisations. It does not
only submit studies on topics that are highly relevant to KASAs purposes, it also upgrades multipliers who support
the organisation’s ideas at the grassroots and who lobby towards relevant policy makers in the country. The idea
of a joint conference on the EPAs, organised by KASA, ANSA and SEATINI, which should cover all organisations
of the region that work on trade-related issues, still remains a common goal. It was designed after Zimbabwe had
ratified an Interim-Agreement with the EU and has failed to be implemented only on the ground of financial shortcomings. During KASAs visit this year, it was reinforced especially because the KASA-team was able to discuss
with EU ambassador Aldo Dell’Ariccia on the periphery of an event. He naturally defended the political course of
the EU in the context of the EPA negotiations and declared himself ready to comply with the organisation of a
public event on the EPAs where he would discuss with representatives of Zimbabwean organisations that work
on trade- and human rights-related issues. KASA is going to continue preparing this event.
Elections
Elections were a central topic to all of the encounters KASA had with organisations during its journey. On the one
hand, this could be attributed to the fact that memories of the constitutional referendum in March were still very
present, on the other hand, the election date would be subject to wild speculations at this point of time. It was
generally agreed that elections would be held this year, but there were different estimations of what date the
government would be willing to set. While a small group of people believed that Mugabe would carry out elections
in the short-run, which is before August, most organisations assumed that Mugabe would not permit elections to
take place before the UNWTO General Assembly at Victoria Falls on 26 August, as this event might be used as a
leverage by the international community. If there had been violence during the electoral process, the international
community could have called for a boycott of this event. This in turn would have gone against the grain of ZANUPF members from within the ranks of security forces and government, who had invested in the tourism industry
and who hoped to revive their transactions. In the aftermath of this event, however, ZANU-PF would have been
able to use violence as a way to manipulate the outcome of the elections without attracting much attention on a
global scale. Regardless of what date Mugabe would set, one central question was how to succeed in holding
free and fair elections without having implemented the intended reforms in the security and media sector. Most
organisations agreed about the impossibility of bringing about reforms until the beginnings of the electoral process. What was important then was to ensure that minimum standards would be respected which would prevent a
further outbreak of violence, and which would make possible the creation of a new political constellation that
could attempt the planned reforms. In order to ensure that minimum standards are respected, it has proved necessary in the eyes of civil society agents to involve the SADC. For that reason, a coalition of Zimbabwean NGOs
has developed a regional advocacy programme under the direction of Crisis in Zimbabwe Coalition. KASA was
especially interested in an exchange of ideas and perceptions concerning the role of the EU, Germany and German NGOs in the context of the elections. Many Zimbabwean NGOs held the opinion that the EU should send
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election observers irrespective of ZANU-PFs adverse rhetoric. They encouraged the KASA coordinators to intensify their information activities on the coming elections.

Mozambique
Until now, Mozambique has not created the focus of KASAs work. During a discussion with Mozambican parliamentary deputy Rui Conzane, who is responsible for Mozambique’s European diaspora, the KASA coordinators
had the idea to meet further parliamentary deputies in Maputo in order to discuss a SADC-wide introduction of the
BIG with them. This idea is based on the fact that Mozambique is recently presiding the SADC-chair and that, at
the same time, the newly discovered natural resources open up new possibilities for the country to intensify its
fight against poverty. Unfortunately, Conzane was not able to make contacts and other parliamentarians who we
addressed on site were neither willing to meet us. According to the director of CIP (Center for Public Integrity),
Adriano Nuvunga, the parliament can rather be understood as an extension of the executive than as an independent institution. Moreover, loyalty to the party is playing such a decisive role in the politics of the country that
focusing on individual parliamentarians will have no effect at all. Apart from that, RENAMO has attacked a police
station and a village in the North of the country shortly before we arrived, which put people into turmoil. It is widely
assumed that because of the increasing number of findings in the commodities sector, the party wants to bring
itself back into play in order to cash in on the financial proceeds.
Nevertheless, our visit was worthwhile in many respects:
Mozambique differs enormously from those countries that KASA focuses on. It is rather reminiscent of Eastern
Africa, which can partly be ascribed to its historically close connection to the DDR. This connection is clearly
visible in both infrastructure and conditions and quality of life.
Civil society as well as workers unions are very weak. There are only few operative NGOs that work on topics
similar to KASAs. Consistently people would point towards one single activist when asked for human rights organisations or activists.
Unfortunately, we were not able to meet representatives of the Church, because they had not reacted to our prior
enquiries.
Interestingly enough, language has not formed an obstacle anymore, because almost all representatives of
NGOs speak English (or German).
All of our conversational partners were open-minded about the BIG and showed their interest in continued work
on this topic by committing themselves to participating in further campaigns.
Our contacts were accomplished by building on former students of the “Schule der Freundschaft”, who we got to
know personally during our stay. Among other things, these encounters gave rise to the question about whether a
further remembrance and reflection of both the history of former students and contract workers who had lived in
the DDR could be material for possible future plans of KASA. We were able to address this question when we
met the Rosa-Luxemburg-Foundation at Johannesburg later on. There is a great deal of potential for closer cooperation between Germany and Mozambique in a wide range of fields.

South Africa
Apart from a full-day visit at Khulumani Forum Theatre and a two-day conference on the theme “Alternatives to
financing a SADC-Wide Basic Income Grant (BIG)”, we visited the new director of ESSET, Rabana Modiane. By
this time, he had only been in office for one month, so that we were not able to discuss in detail plans for our
future cooperation. Nevertheless, we discovered common fields of interest that we can draw on for the future – for
example, the idea of linking a solidarity-based economy with a revival of traditional forms of solidarity. Such deliberations might lay the groundwork for putting our cooperation with PACSA in concrete terms, which will be especially suited for the remaining implementation of the partnership between Baden-Wuerttemberg and KwaZuluNatal.
Unfortunately, like last year, it was not possible to visit the General Secretary of SACC. Therefore, we hope that
at least our cooperation with ESSET can be kept up in future.
Because the Rosa-Luxemburg-Foundation is especially interested in topics like Solidarity-based Economy and
Basic Income Grant, we visited its representative Armin Osmanovic in Johannesburg. Apart from these two
themes, we talked about the conversations we held with the MadGermans and the former students of the “Schule
der Freundschaft” in Mozambique. What was important was to critically look at the DDR’s role in this special context, and at how to set about an opening of the archives in order to find out more about the real agreements that
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existed between the two countries. Moreover, a focus was set on the idea of a revival of the relations between the
former students and their teachers, caregivers and host families.
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